Rice Topics

WILL THERE BE "HOWEY" NUMBER?

It is the final Thursday until next Fall and means the end of a year's activity at Rice.

During this year which has passed,
We have seen the rise and fall of professors, men who are known for their interests in the city and the earth. An unfortunately loose, indescribable picture, which will be remembered.

We have seen the progress of another honoree in the College campus.

We have seen a reorganization of athletics, with a subsequent rise in hopes for next year.

We are ready to leave after nine months of hard work, but we will return for another Fall.

It is the time of year when we think of the promise in the water and weather of the future. We can see the difference in the men that have been here the year, the job of "talking Rice" to worthy students for the future.

There is good reason to talk Rice and many good things at Rice to talk about.

In fact, as has been expressed, our school is the "best selling product in the world!"

NO Announcements have been made during the past few months. None will be made until the beginning of next school year.

The Deans of the various schools are going to work on an entirely new system.

And it will be noticed that the word "work" is used. No structural system on the level of the academic system of Rice will be half-way dependable will be created without an understanding of what work and do their work properly will it be possible to do anything.

A person who is the best writer available and is able to be a doer of work must be able to work promptly and efficiently.

Many college papers are "rumor" affairs, without much consideration for work or the doing of the work. The Thresher does not deny that it is possible to do it.

Several new features will be introduced in The Thresher next Fall, and our idea of the news page which the weekly magazine is so exhibited as to be readable for his Thresher a few weeks ago, now a weekly affair.

JESSE MADDEN

SPINY PREXY FOR NEXT YEAR

At a meeting of the Physiological Society, the following officers, the vice-presidents, and the interested students were elected for the first term of next year's class in the physiologic class:

President, Jesse Madden; Vice-president, B. F. Sanders; Treasurer, H. J. Cooper; Secretary, J. H. Boyer; Member, H. A. Faust.

The meeting was attended by the remainder of the group, as well it should have been and the interest shown in the laboratory was sufficient to be held, serving the major functions of the other classes.

Rice Drama Club

ends successful season

RED ELECTED MANAGER

George Red was elected manager of the Rice Drama Club for next season at the club's final meeting of the year held at the Astor Hotel Monday.

Red was the unanimous choice of the members of the club and was readily elected by the faculty and administration.

For the coming year the club will present several plays selected from the best of modern and classical literature.

Rice football players and band

CAMPANILE AND OWL OUT, WENDY

The manager will be George Red, who will bring to the organization a new spirit of activity and a new enthusiasm in the work.

A committee of three—the manager, the president, and a member of the club—will be formed to plan the several plays for the season.

Moreover the manager must be prepared to hold a quick meeting of the cast and crew after the return of the players and band, at which time the play will be read out and the members of the club will be divided into groups of three or four to work on the various parts of the play.

Rev. Jacob and Dr. DABNEY TO DELIVER GRADUATION TALKS

By official announcement it was learned Friday that the speakers for commencement exercises this year will be Rev. William McVey, President of the University of Houston, and Dr. Charles W. Dabney, prominent geologist of Houston.

The Rev. Mr. McVey will deliver the baccalaureate sermon and the commencement address.

Dr. Jacob was born in South Carolina and received his degree from the Pennsylvania College of Science and received his Ph.D. degree from Columbia Theological Seminary. He is the University of Houston, the Carnegie Institute of Technology and the University of Austin.

Rev. Mr. Dabney will deliver the address on "The Evolution of Man" and will also give the address on "The Future of Science and Religion." He is the President of the University of Texas and is a member of the American Geophysical Union.

Dr. Jacob and Dr. Dabney are both members of the American Geophysical Union and the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Miss Jacobi and Dr. Dabney will deliver the address on "The Future of Science and Religion." He is the President of the University of Texas and is a member of the American Geophysical Union.

May 29 is new time limit in feature contest

The final date on which churches may submit their contributions for the feature contest has been extended until May 29.

This change has been made to allow for additional time for the churches to submit their contributions.

The final moment in which the churches may submit their contributions is May 29.
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The Thresher

Rice Dog Show Looms as Biggest Event of Year; Heaviest Betting on Dammit, Mess Hall Favorite

Advance indications are that the Rice Dog Show will be a big one this fall, and that great bets will be placed on Dammit, the dog which will probably be the champion of the show. A large number of entries have been received, and more are arriving daily. A group of students, who has formally taken charge of the event, has brought about the event, and all his own, has been made sure of a big crowd for the show. The dog, which is a native of Texas, is the offspring of many champions, and is said to hold his own.

Prominent among the entries is "Dammit" of the Hull Kennels. This celebrated dog of the show is a winner, and all that remains is a question of training. He has never been trained himself, so his success will depend on the training of his master, who is a� good director when he is not in charge. The dog is also a very wealthy man.

It is said that his great uncle on the mother's side was the top winner in the Hull Pointing Contest, held on the island of Labrador in the region of the Inner Hebrides. The dog is now at the height of his standards, but he is not sure that the dog is the best. Dammit is a very wealthy man.

In the foreign aggregation one of the most interesting is "Roquefort", which is six feet, three inches, and he is only up to the top of the high jump. In the last race of the season, he was second to the champion. He carries a baggage, having an unusual appetite for hot dogs and sauerkraut, and not being good for anything in particular; but, being a very skilled mover, when the dog is in charge, he makes a great success in life.

Among the local leaders is one who was recently acquired by Miller Hay- field, who finds that he makes a good record in the field tests. In the Chase Seiling Club, he is due to have his turn of the races at the post, as to be spoken. Miller is an expert in the handling of famous Chase Seilers and he says that Roquefort, as the dog is called, is for all that he has ever owned, having lost last one match. This was not entirely his fault as he stands behind his paid in his path by the larger, and Roquefort is on his front and had difficulty in finding his way.

Puppy Joe Hall has a Pomeranian that is the race leader. Ladys are wild over Joe. (The dog, of course, how could you be so foolish, his pate a daily dish, his nose is pointed, and his ears ranged on any putting up for exhibitions. (The dog again.)

All in all, this kids fair is to be the best show that has ever bee. It held to the cup, and we are backed for entries in having such a wonderful array of dogs, and promising as is the year.

It is not too late and if you wish to enter every time of year, there should be one last chance. It is not a very local sight that has great qualities. For those who have been following the European papers, there will be no new developments this year, and we can only hope that they will be rewarded in the future.

A MESSAGE FROM RICE?

Now that a dozen or more of our professors are leaving Rice to carry on their professional work, some students have written a letter to the Thresher outlining the reasons for their departure. The letter is as follows:

The worth and real value of these men is just beginning to be recognized, but it is the responsibility of each student to "feed out" and suggest remedies for these misfortunate sales of life at Rice next year.

As the curtain slowly descends upon the year's activities, we are writing editorials about "looking back," etc. However, co-eds accustomed to rolling through victory or loss alike, and a large part of this attractiveness will be exhibited, making the affair a greater success than before.

In the foreign aggregation one of the most interesting is "Roquefort", which is six feet, three inches, and he is only up to the top of the high jump. In the last race of the season, he was second to the champion. He carries a baggage, having an unusual appetite for hot dogs and sauerkraut, and not being good for anything in particular; but, being a very skilled mover, when the dog is in charge, he makes a great success in life.

Among the local leaders is one who was recently acquired by Miller Hayfield. He finds that he makes a good record in the field tests. In the Chase Seiling Club, he is due to have his turn of the races at the post, as to be spoken. Miller is an expert in the handling of famous Chase Seilers and he says that Roquefort, as the dog is called, is for all that he has ever owned, having lost last one match. This was not entirely his fault as he stands behind his paid in his path by the larger, and Roquefort is on his front and had difficulty in finding his way.

Puppy Joe Hall has a Pomeranian that is the race leader. Ladys are wild over Joe. (The dog, of course, how could you be so foolish, his pate a daily dish, his nose is pointed, and his ears ranged on any putting up for exhibitions. (The dog again.)

All in all, this kids fair is to be the best show that has ever bee. It held to the cup, and we are backed for entries in having such a wonderful array of dogs, and promising as is the year.
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TWO OWL CAPTAINS LEAVE VIA DIPLOMA

CHARLES SWARZ When he was home in the final baseball game of the season last Saturday, he was whistled away by Baylor's baseball team and led it always pith a vim and vigor. He was captain of the latter team last season, and led it always pith a vim and vigor.

Bears, Charles Yancey Swartz ended his athletic career at Rice Institute.

OWLS DROP FINAL PAIR TO BRUNI AT BAYLOR

The Rice Owls closed the baseball season with a pair of defeats at the hands of the Baylor Bears last week.

For two years Cap has led the Owls and Gray warriors on the cage court.

Baylor's basebaH

LEAVE VIA DIPLOMA

season, and lead it always pith a vim and vigor. He was captain of the latter team last season, and led it always pith a vim and vigorous.

He was given mention on all-Guth-

western basketball and football teams in the past three years.

varsity basketball, baseball and football teams for the last three years. His was captain of the letter team last season, and led it always pith a vim and vigorous.

Your humble servant, a pipe-smoker, has a milder, cooler smoke.

If you smoke a pipe (if you don't want to smoke)

Accept, please, our humble yet sincere thanks for your patronage and good-will extended us during the past school year.

Good luck and best wishes until we meet again.

Charlie Willis

THE THRESHER

THE SHOTWELL'S

RELIABILITY

If you smoke a pipe (if you don't want to smoke)

it may be worth your while to read this

You know tobacco is a vegetable; it grows out of the ground, and when it's green, it is too harsh and stringy to smoke. The best way to remove that harshness and bitterness is by thorough aging in wood. To age Velvet Tobacco in wood is expensive for us—yes, very expensive, and it takes time, but it gives you a milder, cookey smoke with a finer flavor.

It's 10 to 1 you'll like Velvet Tobacco—aged in wood.

THE INITIALS OF A FRIEND

You will find these letters on many tools by which electricity works. They are on great generators used by electric light and power companies; and on lamps that light millions of homes.

They are on big motors that pull railway trains; and on tiny motors that make hard housework easy.

By such tools electricity dispels the dark and lifts heavy burdens from human shoulders. Hence the letters G-E are more than a trade-mark. They are an emblem of service—the initials of a friend.
New Chemistry—

(Continued from Page 1)

when finished is in a model, the product of an architectural artist. The marble being used in the building is shipped from Vermont and is the highest class of the material obtainable. Of especial interest will be the incorporation of the genuine design of colored symbols of ancient patterns representing chemical facts and ideas. These beautiful slate or marble patterns are going to be featured in the highest class of the material obtainable. Of especial interest will be the incorporation of the genuine design of colored symbols of ancient patterns representing chemical facts and ideas. These beautiful slate or marble patterns are going to be featured in the highest class of the material obtainable.

The club is well-known to Houston theatre-goers as a leader in "little theatres" productions, and is both an actor and director of considerable ability. The play is from the pen of George Kelly and is a clever satire on the Little Theatres which has grown up during the past few years, and attempts to present their play when they are on the verge of becoming a hit. Kelly has been a hit that has been little touched upon but one that offers any number of opportunities for comedy.

Rice Dramatic—

(Continued from Page 1)

is made for that group which desires to try for any part for which they have some claims, but it is only a beginning and not necessarily the choice of the directors. In the week end with the work of the past year it was evident that the club had been growing in size and in better control of its affairs. The net income of the club for the past year was $200.00. The play this year is from the pen of George Kelly, and is a clever satire on the Little Theatres which has grown up during the past few years, and attempts to present their play when they are on the verge of becoming a hit. Kelly has been a hit that has been little touched upon but one that offers any number of opportunities for comedy.